
VIRTUAL TEAM BUILDING EVENT

AN ACTION PACKED ADVENTURE PERFECT FOR:
•Fun 
•Motivating 
•Engaging

•Energising
•Educational
...and more!

"THRILLING, FAST PACED, A
GREAT EXPERIENCE."
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The famous explorer, Professor Fogg, is in hiding to avoid capture by nefarious characters
whose aim is to bury Prof. Fogg’s startling recent discoveries, which he has recorded on a
map.

Fogg has scattered his map in many pieces around the world and hidden clues as to his
place of hiding.

Your adventure will retrace the steps of his famous global voyage. You will visit cities and
famous world wonders. At each, themed tasks and challenges await. Solve them successfully
to earn Cardinal Points, discover pieces of the map and vital clues to help you find the
professor.

Work as a team to put the map together and decipher the code words to locate his exact
hiding place.

The activity concludes with a montage of photos from the teams’ travels, before a reveal of
the leader board. 

This activity has a strong storyline and visual appeal to maximise engagement by all
participants.

Race around the globe to rescue Professor Fogg!

Activity Description

Learning Outcomes Activity Type

Group interaction
 Puzzle solving

 Communication

Creative
 Exploratory
 Innovative



Professional presenter introduces the challenge.
Teams travel around the world in their breakout rooms.
Our presenter wraps things up by sharing a photo presentation and
announcing the scores.

10 Mins
70 Mins
10 Mins

Ideal team size is 5-8 people.

We can deliver this event on a range of well known platforms.

All content is family friendly as we understand many participants will be
joining from home.

Timeline and Logistics

Timeline based on a 90 minute event:

Logistical notes



Preview the spaces from our existing Around The World In 80 Ways theme.

The challenge is laid out
via a letter from your
good friend Prof. Fogg

Use Fogg’s balloon to
retrace his voyage, visiting

cities around the world.

The clock is ticking, quick
decision making and working as

a team will help you succeed.

Fly the balloon to all corners of
the earth. Each continent reveals
tasks and challenges to solve…



Here’s what previous clients thought of Around The World In 80 Ways…

"Big thanks for the team for hosting such a great event.
Firstly, a very creative idea to manage a virtual team event
across 40+ members. The event maintained an underlying
fun theme with a competitive edge. The activities kept
everyone engaged. The presenter demonstrated great
energy and the technical contact ensured things went
smoothly. I would recommend them for such activities."

"We partnered with Blue Hat and their Around the World in
80 Ways for our International HR Meeting. The Blue Hat
team are a dream to work with. Super professional,
friendly, quick to respond, calm and fun. The whole team
were very responsive at every point and were very
experienced in engaging and working with an
international group. They delivered a fun and engaging
game for our event and we are very, very happy to have
partnered with them. I would happily recommend Blue Hat
as a great partner for your next team event." 

"I totally recommend Blue Hat
Teambuilding. They were so
flexible and helpful as I've
reached out to them 3 days
before our event. The team and
myself were very pleased with
the activity. Heard very good
feedbacks from each one of
the participant. It was so much
fun! All the team did a
WONDERFUL job!!!"

"Fun Facilitation with very cool Riddles.
The game involved varied activities
and really engaging storytelling by the
narrator. Really made our team get
creative and come together."

Client Testimonials

Read more
reviews here

https://www.reviews.co.uk/company-reviews/store/bluehat-teambuilding
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